On 13 April 2000 in the US District Court, central district of California, the rock group Metallica filed a lawsuit against the then internet startup company Napster. The suit accused Napster of 'contributory and vicarious copyright infringement', as well as violating the Racketeering Influence and Corrupt Organisations Act, for enabling its users to exchange copyrighted MP3 files.
despite the fact that the Napster Wars are driven primarily by economic considerations, it is the aesthetic and moral codes, rather than the economic code, that are predominant in this rhetoric. This article is therefore not concerned with the economic and legal arguments surrounding Napster and MP3; indeed, it argues that law and economics alone are insufficient if the record industry wants to eliminate Napster and other similar programs. 2 Rather, it examines the presentation of both sides' arguments in the Napster Wars. The article focuses on the record industry's arguments rather than just Metallica's, but Metallica are important for two reasons: not only were they the first artists to take a legal stand against Napster, but the arguments upon which they relied, and the backlash that they faced as a result of their action, are paradigmatic of the ideas under discussion here.
Romanticism and the Separation of Art and Market
Before discussing twenty-first century issues, however, we need briefly to look at the historical origins of the ideologies that are prevalent in the current debate. In particular, we must retreat to the period that we now label Romantic. Recent work on the history of copyright has highlighted the fact that the central features of current copyright law are founded upon the vestiges of early nineteenth century Romanticism. 3 An understanding of the prominent ideas of this period is thus crucial for understanding current debates about Napster and MP3.
Out of social changes such as industrialisation and urbanisation, there developed a number of ideas concerning art and creativity. 4 The most significant of these were: the individualisation of creativity; (tortured) genius; originality; the radical separation of art and market; art as a spiritual not material entity; and a temporal judgment of art. All of these features feed into one another: the idea that art is spiritual rather than material relates to the notion of the incompatibility of art and market; this means that art can only be truly judged over a long period of time rather than through the immediacy of the market; this suggests that the artist has to endure poverty while creating because the market will not reward him adequately, and so on. All of these features are important rhetorically because they provide the dominant image of the artist in modern society. 5 It should be noted that, while they do not feature prominently in this article, the individualisation of creativity and notions of originality are of particular importance for understanding the ideology of contemporary copyright. None of what is suggested here could occur if we did not have the idea that artists create out of nothing, communicating directly from their soul to our own.
artists of the time, the most notable change in their material circumstances was the development of the art market. This meant that artists who had traditionally created a work with a specific purchaser/patron in mind were now left facing an anonymous mass audience of uncertain tastes. This developing cultural market resulted in a split between those artists who were commercially successful and those who struggled to make an impact upon popular taste. It is these latter artists, such as Friedrich Schiller in Germany and William Wordsworth in England, that had a major impact upon modern understandings of art. 7 As these artists were materially unsuccessful, they promulgated the view that artists should not be concerned with material reward: art was a spiritual calling which should not be demeaned with money. There is a certain irony in the fact that the conception of the artist above the market can only appear once the artist has been positioned within the market. This conception of art was in part a carry-over from its earlier position in society when it was related to ritual and tradition. As art became more secularised, artists maintained that their art belonged in the realm of the spiritual rather than the material. Woodmansee describes this conception of art as a 'displaced theology'. 8 This displacement provided commercially unsuccessful artists with an avenue for explaining their commercial failure. Their art, they argued, was above the market, it could not be treated as a commodity. It was anathema, therefore, to use the market as the arbiter of artistic achievement. Wordsworth complained that the public ignored his work because of their 'degrading thirst for outrageous stimulation': the ignorant public was interested merely in cheap and gaudy amusement, not the spiritual enlightenment delivered by artists such as himself and Schiller. 9 The logical culmination of this understanding is that it is impossible to be successful while being true to your artistic self. After he had found himself a wealthy patron, Schiller lamented that 'I now know that it is impossible in the German world of letters to satisfy the strict demands of art and simultaneously procure the minimum of support for one's industry'. 10 The corollary of this argument is that those who write with the market in mind do not deserve the title of artist, and this ideology blossomed in nineteenth century Bohemia, providing a modus vivendi for many second-rate artists. There emerged the notion of a fundamental antagonism between art and the market. This conception of the immiscibility of artistic expression and the market remains with us today. Indeed, it is the dominant way of understanding the aesthetic realm, and one of the key elements of 'authenticity' within popular music. 11 So when Lars Ulrich states that it is 'sickening to know that our art is being traded like a commodity rather than the art that it is', it is upon this Romantic separation of art and market that he relies.
A Brief History of Copyright
The Romantic beliefs listed above have had a major impact upon copyright law but this was not always the case. Although it may now seem surprising, early copyright law had nothing to do with authors. The first copyright law -England's Statute of Anne in 1709 -was the result of publishers lobbying for protection against pirate editions of their publications. Publishers at this time saw their interests as antithetical to authors: when a copyright bill was introduced that mentioned the 'undoubted property' of authors, the publishers moved quickly to extinguish the understanding that copyright was founded in authors' rights. 12 In the final Act the author is mentioned only once, and then only as a tool for circumventing a long term publishers' monopoly. The intended beneficiaries of the Act were the publishers, whose commercial monopolies -under threat since the collapse of the Licensing Act in 1695 -were secured; 13 and the public -the Act was subtitled an act for 'the encouragement of learning' and, nominally at least, was intended to accelerate the spread of educative works. During the eighteenth century, however, as their copyrights under Anne expired, publishers began to manipulate the idea of an author's right to their benefit. Exploiting the growing authorial consciousness that would reach fruition in the Romantic movement, copyright-owning publishers argued that the artist had a perpetual right to his or her work. When this is coupled with the inviolability of free contract, the logical conclusion was that, once the author had sold the manuscript to the publisher, the publisher then owned that same perpetual copyright. Publishers thus used the figure of the author as a tool for extending their rights by subverting copyright from being a public right to being an author's right. This rhetorical use of the author by publishers seeking to extend their copyright is key to understanding the public arguments surrounding Napster today.
The understanding that copyright was an author's right (and thus perpetual) was definitively dismissed by the House of Lords in 1774. The Lords affirmed copyright as a short-term limited monopoly to encourage publishers to publish new works for the benefit of the public. This interpretation of copyright was fortified in the American Constitution and repeated in the first American Copyright Act in 1790, which modelled itself upon the Statute of Anne.
That should have been the end of the matter. However, in the 1830s, Wordsworth, who was obsessed with copyright for much of his life, lobbied hard for a perpetual copyright for authors. A perpetual copyright, he argued, was the only appropriate monument to artistic genius. He failed in his ultimate aim, but succeeded in gaining new legislation which offered a period of copyright protection for the life of the author plus seven years; the first post mortem copyright protection. Legislators evidently thought that the immediate benefits of a short-term copyright were an injustice to works of art of which only time could prove their ultimate value. This fundamentally changed UK copyright law: copyright was no longer an economic mechanism to encourage the wide dissemination of books; rather, 'Parliament, in evident agreement with Wordsworth's reasoning, placed the law in the service of art'.
14 At the same time, copyright in France, which had also originated as a law to encourage public learning, began to develop strong authorial protection, culminating in the droit moral, the inviolable rights of genius. 15 America, however, did not follow this pattern. American copyright has always contained a much stronger sense of public benefit than either its British or French equivalents, and American legislators repeatedly refused to offer a post mortem copyright, despite strong pressure from authors and songwriters. It was not until 1976 that American copyright underwent a similar metamorphosis and changed to offer protection for the life of the author plus 50 years. 16 There are many problems with copyright law being understood as grounded in the natural rights of the Romantic author. The most significant of these are that this type of authorship does not exist, that it leads to too many intellectual property rights for too long, that it undermines the public benefit aspect of copyright, and that it perpetuates economic power relations by adhering to a Western understanding of artistic creation that pays insufficient regard to collective creativity and creativity based on rhythm rather than harmony. They are not important for this article, however. 17 What is significant is that rather than the relationship between publisher and public being at the centre of copyright (which makes sense if copyright is to serve the purpose of encouraging the distribution of books), the heart of copyright, in rhetorical terms at least, is now the Romantic author. Copyright becomes incorrectly interpreted as an author's right. This turns copyright, which is an economic category, into an aesthetic one. This has historically been of great benefit to publishers.
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The Romantic Artist, the Music Industry and Anti-Piracy Campaigns
The Romantic author is also one of the key ideological features of the popular music industry 19 The market for symbolic goods in the music industry is extremely unpredictable 20 Standardisation is one way in which the industry attempts to alleviate this unpredictability, and the figure of the Romantic artist is one way that the industry attempts to mask such standardisation. 21 Records are thus marketed not according to the individuality of the record but to the individuality of the artist: if all artists in the record industry are unique, creative, original individuals, then the music they produce must necessarily be unique, creative and original. This is institutionalised through what Toynbee calls 'institutional autonomy'. 22 Despite the capitalist tendency to centralise and concentrate, the centralised corporations of the record industry are unable to predict or shape musical markets with accuracy. It is thus necessary for them to grant a certain autonomy to individuals within more localised areas, most notably musicians. The industry, to a certain extent, allows musicians free rein to produce the music which they then market and distribute. 23 Not only is this economically significant -by allowing the artists autonomy, the labels can pass on the economic burden of creativity to the artists themselves (thus the established practice of artists paying for studio time, promotion and so on out of their royalties) -it is also ideologically significant -it gives the impression that the musicians are creating music outside of the industry, without a thought to the industry's will. This to me is its greatest significance, because it emphasises the dichotomy of art and market and situates the performer firmly on the side of art. There is an apparent separation of art and commerce within the music industry: commodification is understood to be something that happens to a pre-existing song. This separation is a myth -no popular music can be created outside of the capitalist structure of the music industry 24 -but the myth's strength is so complete that its contradictory nature is rarely recognised. 25 The myth that artists are separated from the commercial machinations of the record industry is particularly important when discussing copyright in the music industry. In particular it is the Romantic author that provides the spearhead for industry campaigns against copyright infringement. If the industry is ever to succeed in any copyright battle -be it home taping, bootlegging or MP3 -then they have to justify their actions in terms of art and artists. It is impossible for the industry successfully to increase or defend copyright in terms of economics alone. This is for a number of reasons. The first is that copyright is now economically irrational. 26 You cannot call upon economic logic to prove that there is an extra incentive for people to create if the period of protection is extended from the life of the author plus 50 years to life plus 70 years (as has occurred recently in both the US and EU). 27 Secondly, if the music industry (or any other industry) wants to introduce legislation that is against the public interest -as current copyright extensions almost undoubtedly are -it needs to come up with a good reason to give to legislators and, if the legislation is going to work, a good reason to persuade the public to obey the new law. In this instance, that good reason is the natural rights of artists. The record industry argues that, because artists are very special people (Toynbee describes them as 'exemplary agents' 28 ) their rights should be paramount. If copyright is understood as a homage to artists, then if there is a conflict of interests in copyright, it is assumed that the rights of artists (and by extension, the rights of the industry who nurture artists) take precedence over the rights of the public.
Related to this is the third reason: the battle over copyright is in large part a publicity war. It is essential for the record industry to persuade the public that all copyright infringement is a Bad Thing, for if it does not, then the public will continue to infringe. 29 The problem for the record industry is that the public is rarely sympathetic to the interests of large corporations. The industry must therefore use the artist in order to protect its copyright interests. It needs to persuade the public that copyright infringement is not in the artists' interests. And it is here that we return to Napster.
Metallica and Napster
Let me illustrate how the ideas expressed here practically manifest themselves in the Napster Wars. The first lawsuits over MP3 were brought by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) -against Diamond Multimedia, manufacturers of the Diamond Rio MP3 player (October 1998), 30 Napster (December 1999) 31 and MP3.com (January 2000). 32 The issue caught the imagination of neither the public nor the media. It seemed that, as far as the public were concerned, this was just another example of big business legal wranglings. When, in April 2000, Metallica brought its own lawsuit against Napster, it initiated a media frenzy and unleashed a debate about art and ethics rarely expressed outside the confines of academia. 33 The main reason for this was that here we had artists, rather than a record company, making the complaint. And while there was undoubtedly a celebrity element to the interest, I believe the most important factor for such intense interest was that it brought to the fore (and threatened to reveal) the fictional division between art and commerce. However, the response to Metallica's suit illustrates the pervasiveness and strength of the ideology.
Because of the separation, artists within the record industry walk a tightrope: despite the fact that they must produce something commercial to satisfy their record labels, they must aspire publicly to the ideology of art pour l'art and appear completely uninterested in business matters. For a band to have artistic credibility they have to be against the record industry even while they are a part of it. Traditionally, Metallica have stayed the right side of the line. They are one of the most famous bands to allow fans to tape their live shows and trade recordings of their concerts. This gives them an underground cachet that suggests that they are not interested in money but are more interested in 'getting the music out', as a true band of artists would. Metallica's steady fan base is in no small part due to their antiestablishment attitude toward taping.
Given that Metallica has traditionally been seen to be on the side of the rock and roll outlaw rather than the corporate suit, the band took a brave decision in making a stand against Napster (although it is not certain that they knew exactly what they were getting themselves into -the band later admitted that they did not really know what Napster was before the lawsuit 34 ). However, they were left with a presentational problem -how to issue their lawsuit and continue to be seen as artists who did not care for the commercial side of the industry. They did so in the only way available to them -by claiming that swapping files on Napster was a betrayal of their artistic integrity. The statement released by Metallica on the day of the lawsuit stated that 'with each project, we go through a gruelling creative process', implying that those who download Metallica MP3s are paying insufficient homage to Metallica's gruelling artistry. In an article Ulrich wrote for Newsweek, he indicated that the band follows the primary Romantic ethic of being true to their own creative impulses: 'The truth is, what we do, we do for ourselves. We don't do it for anybody else. You really have to have that attitude, otherwise it will pollute or distort your creative purity … There is a selfishness in this band, but that leads to more artistic purity'. 35 He finishes off the same paragraph by highlighting that Metallica are not part of the standardised world of the record industry, stating 'we are not a product. We aren't toothpaste'.
Without wishing to demean either the aesthetic motives or the creative output of Metallica they are, to some extent, a product. Everything in the music industry is a product. You have to create a product -if you do not then, sorry, but you do not meet the entry requirements. And it should be recognised that Metallica's lawsuit against Napster has significant financial ramifications concerning the control of one particular commodity (Metallica's music). The problem facing Metallica was that they could not stress the financial implications of the suit because, if they gave the message that they had even thought about the financial ramifications of their suit, let alone were bothered in the slightest about commercial matters, they would undermine their artistic credibility. Ironically, this would also seriously affect their sales, as their commercial success to a great extent depends upon their artistic credibility.
Despite emphasising the artistic reasons behind their legal action, Metallica found themselves on the wrong side of the art/commerce dichotomy and quickly found themselves in the firing line. Inside.com labelled the band a 'corporate ho' 36 while The Nation wrote that 'Metallica seems to have forgotten that it got rich through free music shared by loyal fans. Now the band is harassing and exposing its followers who still believe in the value of sharing and community'. 37 Reporting on an online forum involving the band, TheStandard.com stated that they sounded 'remarkably like middle-class parents trying to protect their retirement accounts'. 38 British band Chumbawumba released an MP3 entitled 'Pass it along', sampling Ulrich and Madonna (another public critic of Napster) among others. The song's lyrics encourage listeners to 'send this song to twenty people'. 39 Chumbawumba released a statement saying that 'what we are seeing is some of the richest pop stars in the world making the biggest stink about not being able to screw every last penny from their adoring fans'. One online student newspaper wrote 'Metallica has been producing pure and utter crap for their last three albums and are now scared green that the public will be able to find that out before running out to buy their newest collection of sellout, butt-rock trash'. 40 Disillusioned fans also reacted, establishing a number of vitriolic antiMetallica websites. The most famous of these was www.paylars.com, which offered people the chance to submit credit card donations to Lars Ulrich to alleviate the financial hardship he was suffering.
The Music Industry and Napster
The backlash that Metallica received came because they are a group of artists who have transgressed the fictional border between art and commerce. Had a record label filed the lawsuit, the public would not have supported them but there would not have been such an outrage: companies are understood to exist to defend their commercial interests. Metallica's suit was a great boost to the industry campaign, however, and mirrors the industry's approach in their efforts to eliminate the downloading of infringing MP3 files.
The general public is traditionally hostile to, or at least suspicious of, the general interests of large corporations. This is particularly the case with the music industry: there has been increasing public disquiet at the high prices of compact discs, culminating in price fixing enquiries in both the UK and US. With his tongue only slightly in his cheek, Fortune journalist David Lidsky said of the record companies 'let's face it, they're evil'. 41 When it comes to anti-piracy campaigns, this gives the labels their own presentational problem: while it is in the industry's interests to uphold and strengthen copyright rights, they must use some other rhetorical tool for getting the public (and legislators) on side. As explained above, it is the Romantic author that performs this function. 42 If copyright rhetoric can be centred on the artist, then copyright infringement ceases to be seen as an economic crime, and becomes an aesthetic one. Copyright infringement is seen as an affront to the dignity and integrity of the artist. And, given that the artist is understood as the idealisation of the modern subjective, individual, 43 then copyright infringement understood in this way is a more serious matter than a petty economic misdemeanour.
Arguments used by the industry regarding piracy are therefore centred on the artist. This is true even for any economic arguments the industry makes. Such arguments are couched not in terms of the record company profits, but of the financial losses artists suffer. In case anyone is not particularly upset about Mick Jagger, Madonna or Metallica losing out, this message is refined further to highlight the losses suffered by small bands and struggling artists -those that better fit the Romantic stereotype of the artist starving in his garret. This is from the RIAA's anti-piracy press kit:
Recording artists, producers, composers, publishers of compositions, musicians and vocalists who helped make the record, as well as musicians unions, are all cheated by pirates out of their share of royalties. These people in the music community generally depend on royalties for their livelihoods. 44 The other economic argument used against piracy is that harming record industry profits harms the 'creative environment' which the industry provides for its artists. The industry portrays itself as an altruistic conduit, supporting artists like some sort of conglomerate patron. This is again from the RIAA's anti-piracy press kit (note the prioritisation of the 'investments'):
Record companies invest a great deal of artistic and technical skill, money and effort to … search for, develop and popularize performers … [and] subsidize less profitable types of music (classical, jazz), new performers and composers. 45 I have seen and heard many economic arguments put forward by record labels in their efforts against piracy, but I have yet to find one that states that 'counterfeiting will decrease the size of the Polygram president's annual bonus'. All economic arguments are couched in terms of rewarding the artist or providing a creative environment. They are not phrased in terms of profit margins and corporate commerce because economic arguments based on corporate interests would not win over public support. It is therefore not surprising that following their legal victory against Napster in December 2000, Hilary Rosen, President of the RIAA described the outcome as 'a victory for all creators'.
The Moral Element of Anti-Piracy
The artist is at the centre of all anti-piracy rhetoric, from high-level counterfeiting to everyday home taping. This turns copyright infringement into an aesthetic crime. What is more significant, however, is that by focusing on the artist in this way, the industry can turn piracy into not just an aesthetic issue, but also a moral one. There is a constitutive relationship between the aesthetic and the moral in modern society. In analysing popular music, Simon Frith has regularly pointed to the link between the aesthetic and the moral: he states that 'aesthetic and ethical judgements are tied together: not to like a record is not just a matter of taste; it is also a matter of morality'. 46 The basic evaluative phrases of aesthetics are illustrative of the link between aesthetics and morality: there is 'good' music and 'bad' music. The constitutive relationship of the aesthetic and the moral is a feature of modern society and has a history at least as far back as Immanuel Kant who stated that something could not be beautiful if it was not also good. This is probably the outcome of art's subservience to religion in pre-modern society, strengthening Woodmansee's conception of art as a displaced theology.
The constitutive relationship between the aesthetic and the moral is particularly pertinent regarding piracy. If copyright infringement is an affront to an artist's integrity, it must also be a moral trespass. This moral element is noticeable in the anti-piracy rhetoric of the record industry. As Kretschmer notes the 'rhetoric of plagiarism, theft and piracy has taken on a particular moral certainty' within the record industry. 47 These three words (plagiarism, theft and piracy) again illustrate the link between the aesthetic and the moral. The word plagiarism stems from the Roman crime of plagium, meaning the 'crime of stealing a human being'. 48 This indicates the level of crime we are talking about when infringing the Romantic author. At the very least plagiarism is a crime against the person; in all likelihood, it is a crime against the soul.
The rhetoric of theft in anti-piracy campaigns is interesting because it is a sleight of hand on behalf of copyright holders. Copyright infringement is not theft, it is copyright infringement. Statutorily and practically they are two different things. 49 Yet the overwhelming rhetoric of the Napster Wars is that of theft and stealing. The industry deliberately mislabels copyright infringement as theft to emphasise the moral dimension of the activity. Here are a few examples:
[The] single most insidious website I've ever seen -it's like a burglar's tool.
(Ron Stone, artist agency manager.)
If someone is going to work on their craft, they should … not have someone put it up on the net so people can steal it. The most interesting of the triumvirate of plagiarism, theft and piracy to me, however, is piracy. A detailed history of the uses of the word piracy would prove extremely valuable for anyone studying in this area. The original form of piracy -the high seas variety -was considered a crime against humanity similar to genocide today. 50 The phrase was being applied to the unauthorised copying of books at least as far back as the early eighteenth century. The concrete justification for using such a serious term for this crime would be interesting to ascertain and would probably indicate further the moral nature of intellectual property piracy. 51 So what moral rhetoric has been used in the Napster Wars? Let us start with Metallica's initial statement on the delivery of their lawsuit. The band stated that 'piracy … is morally and legally wrong', calling Napster an 'insidious and ongoing thievery scheme' and suggested that those who download Metallica's art 'exhibit the moral fiber of common looters'. On the RIAA website, Lars Ulrich says 'this is not just about money … this is as close as you get to what's right and what's wrong'. After the recent legal victory, Hilary Rosen stated that a 'business model built upon infringement is … morally and legally wrong'. There is also an 'immorality by association' rhetoric put forward by the recording industry: the British Phonographic Industry (BPI) reported that downloaders were 'forc[ed] … to watch horrific scenes of teenage sex' before being able to download MP3s, 52 while Richard Parsons, the man heading up AOL and TimeWarner's marriage, likened file swapping to Satan and Josef Stalin. 53 This is the language of the Napster Wars.
The only way record labels and other copyright holders can successfully protect their copyrights is by emphasising the moral dimension of copyright infringement and winning the moral argument. The industry needs to convince legislators of the need to bring in stronger legislation and, more importantly, garner public support in order to enforce legislation that is not in the public interest. If people do not agree with the law, or if they think it was instigated corruptly, they will continue to break, bend and reinterpret the law. This includes subverting any possible technological protections of intellectual property. The Napster Wars will not be won by law or economics -even if Napster is shut down, new possibilities for online piracy will emerge. Technical solutions are therefore not the answer. The Napster Wars can only be won by morality. The industry has to persuade the public that infringing copyright on the internet is wrong. This is not a new scenario for the music industry. Previous and ongoing anti-piracy campaigns (such as home-taping/DAT and bootlegging respectively) have also followed the tactic of emphasising the aesthetic and moral dimensions of infringement. Simon Frith wrote in 1993 that the 'failure of the film and music industries in Britain and the United States to persuade governments to introduce a blank tape levy [during the 1980s] … reflects their failure to win the moral argument'. 54 Unsurprisingly, the countries that did introduce a blank tape levy are those that historically have had a much stronger conception of authorship embodied in their copyright laws (illustrated by their long-standing moral rights provisions) such as Germany and France. In such countries, it was easier to persuade legislators and the public that introducing a levy was the 'right' thing to do for artists.
A Report from the Trenches of the Napster Wars
The American recording industry did, however, persuade the US government to introduce a levy on digital audio copying equipment in 1991 as part of the Audio Home Recording Act (AHRA). Does this mean that American record labels are now winning the moral argument? Can the industry win the moral argument with Napster?
They are not winning at the moment. The gains of the AHRA for the RIAA occurred before MP3, and primarily as a result of two things: a moral panic about all things digital, supported by scare stories about the collapse of the industry were their rights not strengthened in the digital environment; and the fact that the public were not particularly interested in copyright at the time -DAT was not as interesting a topic as Napster so there was little media reportage on the issue, and subsequently little public reaction. This meant that the industry could stress its moral arguments to legislators with few dissenting voices. As Jessica Litman writes, 'by asserting that what members of the public think of as ordinary use of copyrighted works was, in fact, flagrant piracy … copyright owners … won a rhetorical battle the rest of the country never realised was being fought'. 55 Since the media frenzy about Napster, the recording industry has been on the back foot and the inroads it has made into public consciousness are very limited. There is some anti-Napster feeling among the public, but this is mainly driven by a concern for small artists, not for record companies or superstars. 56 There is, in some quarters, a certain amount of guilt about taking money from deserving artists. Newspapers have carried personal stories of downloaders torn between hearing music they never thought they would hear again and being wracked with guilt about their 'stealing'. 57 But in general, the public (and the media) have been supportive of Napster. This is for a variety of reasons, all based to a greater or lesser extent on the ideologies of the art-commerce dichotomy.
The first reason is that individuals feel that their downloading of songs is non-commercial and not for profit, and thus acceptable. If they are not commercially exploiting the work, this logic goes, then they are obviously on the 'art' side of the dichotomy and are merely engaged in an appreciation of an aesthetic work. Because their activity is concerned with art, it has nothing or little to do with commercial affairs. In fact, this activity is seen as more in touch with the artist and their music because the 'commercial' element of the music industry has been eliminated. The public, particularly the American public, feel that individual, non-profit usage is protected under fair use. This right was enshrined in the AHRA and has formed the mainstay of Napster's legal defence. This defence has so far been unsuccessful; the implication of these judgments is that any large scale downloading of MP3s is to be considered a 'for profit' activity. 58 The second reason is that individuals feel that they are hurting only the music industry through their downloading rather than artists. As already stated, individuals do not feel particularly concerned about the interests of giant corporations. They do not feel a moral compulsion to do good for commercial interests. This is particularly so for corporations as avaricious as major record labels. Public resentment towards the record labels could hardly be higher at the moment and Napster has fuelled that resentment.
This results in the third, perhaps most significant, reason: the public does not believe the record industry rhetoric this time around. They feel that the record labels are acting solely out of self-interest. Traditionally, the moral rhetoric used in anti-piracy campaigns has served to emphasise the shared interests of artist and label while underplaying the conflictual nature of the relationship. 59 Record companies implicitly and explicitly argue 'by helping us you are helping the artists'. Thus Ron Stone (an artists' agency manager and, along with the Disney Corporation, the driving force behind the tellingly titled 'Artists Against Piracy' campaign) can claim that 'they're saying our art is worthless'. 60 The record industry's campaigns traditionally highlight a unity of interests between artist and industry (as in the earlier example of the 'creative environment'). As far as the current campaign is concerned, however, this attitude has been undermined by artists such as Courtney Love and Chuck D, who have used Napster as a soapbox for explaining how badly the record industry treats its artists. This has severely weakened the industry's position regarding copyright enforcement. One journalist wrote, 'much as companies would love to make their case on moral grounds … it's not a point they can make with much authority. For years they have been making exorbitant profits on the backs of the artists they now want to say they're protecting'. 61 If the industry's arguments have been undermined in this way, it is far harder for them to persuade the public that downloading MP3s is anything more than a commercial infringement against a large corporation.
A further problem for the industry in the Napster Wars is the type of music being downloaded. Napster is used primarily to download mainstream pop songs and has not been utilised in great numbers for more specific genres. 62 Because of constructions of authenticity in popular music (themselves related to conceptions of Romantic authorship 63 ), these mainstream songs can more easily be viewed as commercial commodities rather than pure artistic expression. It is easier to understand the music of Britney Spears or Westlife -or even Metallica -as products produced for the marketplace than it is the music of Blind Lemon Jefferson or Charlie Mingus. It is therefore less of a moral dilemma for people to download songs by rich and commercial rock stars. Individuals downloading 'commercial' rather than 'artistic' tracks are less likely to consider the artist when downloading. This poses a problem for record industry campaigns.
The record industry's traditional techniques for combating piracy are thus unsuccessful at the current time in the Napster Wars. To compound this, Napster also has its own rhetoric and this also features a moral element. Napster's keywords are community and sharing -both powerful moral labels. Anyone who has logged onto Napster will see that the program actually opens the portal to the 'Napster Music Community'. The primary verb of this community is of 'sharing' music. This implies that the altruistic individuals on Napster are involved in something more wholesome than the commercial world of popular music. One journalist wrote, 'Napster has always been about the pure love of music'. 64 Note here how the 'pure' interest in music is implicitly compared to the impure, financial motives of the record companies. Napster's image is that of a modern day Robin Hood, taking music from the evil corporations and giving it to the people. Whatever the fallacy of such beliefs (Napster Inc. has $15m venture capital and has sought to prevent competitors reverse engineering its source code; 65 research on Gnutella suggests that a large majority of people only download rather than share their own files 66 ), it is a powerful myth. Combined with all the other factors described here, it is one that the record labels have not been able to counter successfully.
The rhetorical figure of the Romantic artist seems to be on Napster's side at the moment. Napster's creator, Shawn Fanning, was a 19-year-old college student who designed the program for his friends. He thus fits the Romantic stereotype perfectly and there have been a large number of media reports emphasising these credentials. Napster's own publicity focuses on unknown bands who have gained success through the site, such as Canadian group Kittie, who sold 400,000 records after being featured on Napster.
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Such artists fit the conception of the Romantic artist far better than Madonna or Eminem. The ideological firepower that the music industry seeks to utilise in anti-piracy campaigns has been turned against itself. If the record industry is ever going to wean the public off Napster and the new generation of file sharing programs, it is going to have to find ways of overcoming Napster's moral rhetoric and persuading the public that downloading a copyrighted song is as wrong as stealing a CD from a shelf. It seems that currently the public only views it as 'wrong' as not reminding a store that they forgot to charge your credit card.
The record industry can only ever win the battle against online piracy if it wins a moral argument that downloading is wrong. The internet could become an unenforceable, non-intellectual property, free for all. Even if new legislation is passed (and draconian new legislation is currently being passed at an alarming rate as the copyright industries bankroll governments to try and plug the holes in their failing moral rhetoric), citizens need to be convinced to obey such laws. The industry can only achieve this by persuading everyone that copyright infringement is wrong, and to do this they rely upon a Romantic construction of the artist who is at the centre of anti-piracy initiatives. However, their current efforts are undermined by a communitarian rhetoric promulgated by those who drive online piracy and by the record industry's own tarnished image.
NOTES
The title of this article stems from Frith, 1993 . Thanks to Martin Kretschmer for reading a draft of this article.
